
9:00am

Our client’s English lessons begin. I fill up the watering cans and

water our vegetable garden, then pick the fresh vegetables that

will later be used to make lunch.

9:20am

Every week of the school holidays, we have French children

undertaking homestay immersion courses with an English family; as

their stay usually begins at the weekend, there’s always lots to do

on a Monday morning! I respond to any emails from over the

weekend and email the English host families to ask how the child is

settling in. 

10:45am

After responding to all the emails, I start working on other

tasks. During my internship we are completely renovating

the Anglais in France website, so I research the

destinations where our host families live. I use the

information I find to create website pages for each

region; a great challenge for my French as well as my

digital skills!
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A DAY IN THE LIFE OF AN
INTERN AT ANGLAIS IN

FRANCE
8:45am

I start work at our language school in the rural

village of Vazerac. I open all the shutters and

start up the coffee machine, ready to greet our

client and their English teacher.



12:30pm

We stop work to have lunch. Lunch varies each day

depending on what seasonal veg we have, but it’s always

something typically French, with 3 courses, plus a generous

selection of cheeses! We take a typically French lunch of 2

hours to enjoy eating and chatting.

2:30pm

Our client restarts their lessons and we get back to work.

There are always new emails to respond to after the lunch

break, so I deal with these and then continue working on the

files for our upcoming stays, verifying the clients' details and

sending them official documents in French, such as the

invoice and demand for online payment. 

4:00pm 

There’s always a variety of different tasks to do, and once the

most urgent have been dealt with, I can organise my work as it

suits me! I spend the rest of the afternoon chatting with the

other interns and making some posts for the Anglais in France

Instagram account.

5:30pm

We close up the school and head to the

nearby bar before heading home to relax

before another day of work tomorrow!  


